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Under 18 Men

Club News
U12 Girls Grand Final

A Grade Finals

Our U12 girls are playing in the Grand Final
this Friday 18 August against Glenunga.

After finishing third on the ladder, the A Grade
are playing in a Qualifying Final against Seaton
on Saturday 19 August.

The game starts at 5.45pm at West Adelaide
Football Club.
What a fantastic efforts to make the Grand
Final in their first season, hope some people
can make the trek to support the girls!

The game is at Seaton at 2pm - come and support the boys if you're free.

Under 7 Green
The Kookies were home to Angle Vale this morning with clear blue skies and warm conditions on offer.
We had strong numbers too – 16 kids turning up, just missing Ethan, Jacob Day, Mason
Easter and Lincoln, so we warmed up well and prepared for our second last game of the
season.
Angle Vale had some solid palyers – very smart skills and really good at getting it out of
packs, which made it difficult in the first quarter to set up any scoring options. But we fought
hard in defence and had some nice run up the wings to eventually get the ball into scoring
positions. Annelise had some nice marks and kicks, Brodie was elusive all day making
space, and taking marks to create. Jarvis had a real good shot at goal that just fell short,
and was always running to space.
The second quarter was very solid for Angle Vale, and our early lead was quickly eaten up as Angel Vale took the
ball out of the centre time and time again. Cooper won our only clearance for the quarter in an impressive display of
grit and determination. Out of defence, Chelsea and Caillin were able to get on the end of a few and take the ball
into our forward lines and Alexander did well with 2 early goals, 1 from a great passage where Alex marked to far
out, passed to Wyatt making space front and centre, and then Wyatt did a massive kick for goal that Alex marked
on the line to turn and convert.
The second half was much better for us as we started winning our share. Tucky crashed in in the last quarter several times, Jaxon won an impressive hard ball get, Hayden had heaps of marks and kicks, Mason Maynard was able
to get on to a few, and William had several big kicks. Taylor stayed with his man all day and never let him have any
space, and Thomas tried hard a few times to win the ball and helped create pressure. Jacob Kenna also showed
that he is starting to get a taste for the hard stuff as he crashed in all day.
In the end, Angle Vale had a bit to much WANT at clearances to create more opportunities and finish the game, but
we never gave in and fought hard for many goals all day. Well done Green!!

Under 8 Blue
Round 14 saw U8 Blue go on the road to play local rivals Tea Tree Gully. The coaching folder was handed to assistant coach Scott for the day as Ryan away in Melbourne for the weekend. We were again blessed with good numbers for Sunday’s game however a couple of late changes threw the rotation plans. Our captains for the game were
Ryan and Louis. After one of our best training sessions for the year on Thursday, the enthusiasm and energy appeared high during the pregame warmup.
The first quarter commenced with TTG winning a number of possessions from the middle and were able to move
the ball with relative ease into their forward lines. The boys in defence were certainly kept busy for the entire quarter
with Lochy and Patrick were busy however some rather lose manning up allowed the TTG to have a number of
shots at goal. As the quarter went on the boys in the middle were able to get their hands on the ball with Jayden,
Harry and Sam showing lots of energy. The boys in our forward line made the most of limited opportunities with
Blake scoring a sharp goal whilst Austyn took a great mark following a nice kick by Jackson. The first quarter came
to an end which allowed the U8 Blue boys to come together for a quick drink and changes to the team. The boys
were reminded to stick to the basics and man up especially in defence.
The second quarter commenced similar to the first, with TTG playing some great team footy to move the ball from
the middle to their forward lines. Our boys in defence were again kept busy with Sam and Kye applying great pressure and causing turnovers, whilst Josh took a great mark. In the midfield, Cameron took possession following a
great kick from Austyn. Jackson was covering a lot of ground and was able to move the ball on. In the forward lines

Lochy was able to get on the end of a perfect kick to score a goal whilst Louis and Jacob showed great energy to
keep the ball in the area. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and chance to refresh and have a quick
break after a fast first half.
The second half commenced with the U8 Blue boys showing some great fight especially in the middle with Louis
and Brandon diving on lose balls and stop TTG from being able to run away with the ball. A good tap from Brandon
to Patrick was another highlight. In the forward lines, Harry was making the most of all opportunities presented
whilst Asher and Jacob applied some great pressure. Down the other end of the field, the boys were playing some
great defensive team footy with Cameron, Ryan and Blake all very busy. It was great see the boys working together
as a team and making TTG earn every possession. The siren sounded to bring the 3rd quarter to an end, the boys
came together for a quick drink. The break gave the coaching staff an opportunity to highlight a number of ‘high 5’
moments across the field and that playing tight, smart team footy was what was required.
The last quarter commenced well for U8 Blue with Lochy winning the ball from the middle and was able to move it
deep into the forward line. Brady, Asher and Sam were all involved in ensuring the ball moved forward. In the forward lines, the boys continued on the great attack on the ball with Callum, Ryan and Kye all involved whilst Jackson
was very busy scoring a couple of goals. Late in the quarter Cameron showed great poise to beat three defenders
to score a great goal. Down the other end of oval in defence the boys were playing great team footy with Jayden,
Blake and Patrick particularly busy winning a number of 50/50 possessions through great endeavour. After a fast
and frantic last quarter, the final siren blew to conclude the game, we congratulated the other team for a great game
and then sang the club song.
On Sunday it was a game of two halves with TTG getting off to a great start and playing very well in the first half but
then through some great pressure and team work in the second half we were able to get the ball moving our way.
The first half again showed the boys the importance of sticking to the basics and playing as a team from the start of
the game. Special thank you to Scott for taking the reins as coach and to all those who helped with the game on
Sunday. Next week we return to Harpers Field to play our play our last game for the year against Mawson Lakes on
Sunday morning. GO BURRAS!

Under 10 Blue
The second to last game of the year, saw our maturing u10s Burras
head down to Salisbury North. The 3/4 sized oval is a good setup
and our boys enjoy playing on the properly marked out ground. Other than a decent breeze to one end of the ground, it was perfect,
sunny conditions. A nice change from recent weeks....I was glad to
be out in the sunshine!
This week saw our boys lead onto the field by two quality footy players. Sharing the captaincy were good mates Rowsey and Aussie.
Both boys are leaders for our developing side. Leadership is a critical component to the improvement and continued learning of our
side and is something we can all take on. These two boys display
leadership in similar and sometimes varying ways.
Lucas has grown into a natural leader. He is always focused on the task at hand and takes it very seriously. On the
training track, he is always the one straightening up the boys and vocally supporting. His improvement on the field
deserves high praise. He directs players where they should be and what needs to take place. I know his teammates will be in safe hands next year when a coach will not be on the ground to assist. He is now setting up play
from centre bounces and nominating where his support players should be. I'm so proud of his development this season! Nothing looked better than his clean tap out of the middle to a rover, then have the footy go forward and
capped off with a goal! Clean and efficient!

Then we come to Master Smart. The kid can play! Vocally, he is one
of the quieter players in the side. However, leadership comes in many
forms and no one in our side leads better by action. The obvious example would be to say "just watch him play", but that would not be the
whole picture. Austin works hard. Results come from hard work. On
the training track, he is always the one who WANTS to do the harder
running activities and WANTS to do the more challenging drills. His
desire to work hard was on display today. Kicking the footy from the
wing to half forward and then motoring ahead to be the first on the
scene to apply a ripping tackle on the opposition! Another high standard game from Aussie, today!
The boys were raring to go in the first quarter. We were kicking with
the strong breeze and ready to get off to a flying start. Strong contested work saw us get the footy down into the
hands of our straight shooter, Zimmo. Without hesitation, he slotted it through for a goal! Working with the wind we
continued to pepper the goals. Once again, ferocious tackling from Mitchell L, Matty and Mikey held our opponents
up.
We knew the second quarter would need more work rate to keep in check with Salisbury North having the aid of the
breeze. We brought in some hard in and under players for the quarter in Haydos and James. Hayden always listens to what I have to say and was running in hard from the wing all quarter. His positioning ahead, and behind, the
play is really coming along and putting himself in much stronger positions. James highlighted how he can fight for
that footy and doesn't let it out if he can't win clear possession.
I think Joshy collected his goal in the second term, on the back of a great passage of team work provided by Lachy
and Zimmo. We were unlucky not to pick up a few more goals with a number of behinds. Our boys didn't adapt well
to the wind and it saw Salisbury North kick out long from our points, with the ball sailing over all our defensive forwards. Salisbury North then pounced on the loose ball in the centre and set up a couple of quick goals.

Taking this on board at the three quarter time break, our boys were able to action this same type of "long bomb"
kick out, from the goal square. Our marking and spoiling is still "in development" and was shown to need more work.
As we have seen throughout the season, we gave up goals to easy marks in the goal square.
It was great to see Riley crashing through packs again and a fantastic one on one battle by JT and a Salisbury North player over by the
boundary line. Richo and Tom played good hands, with Tom unlucky
to not add a goal to his name.
It was nice to see Brodz back in the side. His tackling pressure is a
huge plus, picking up a couple of holding the ball decisions and only
giving away the one free kick this week for being too forceful with the
tackling action. Also good to see him using some speed, taking a
bounce (touch on the ground) and kicking long into the forward line.
All in all, a solid and pleasing effort from the side. Plenty to like this
week! Well done boys!

Under 11 Red
After an awesome Wednesday night under 11’s team bonding session at the club, we went the TTG Friday night to
play the battle of 2nd vs 3rd on the ladder.
Our season has been building nicely and this game was the perfect preparation before entering the finals in two
week’s time. Daniel Hewitt led the team onto the field as captain with Jai Arnold performing the vice captain duties,
the boys won the toss and kicked to the southern end in perfect night conditions. It was great to see both Daniel
and Jai living and breathing the leadership roles by leading from in front constantly crashing into the packs and getting the hand ball out of the packs to players running through. Great game boys! We asked at the start of the game
to play four quarters of great football and the first quarter started with the boys jumping out of the box. Lachlan Giles
led the ruck work in the first quarter and gave us first use of the footy to Tyson Hartmann and Danyle Dobie. Both
Lachlan, Danyle and Tyson dominated all day constantly winning the ball and with Tyson fishing with 3 goals and
Danyle Dobie finishing with 1 goal and Lachy brilliant in defence. The pressure was outstanding and Cael Gursoy
continued his great form playing the game of his life. Cael’s ability to pick the ball up at full pace was clearly on display and when he ran through kicking the goal the crowd was amazed. Great Game Cael! But credit to TTG they
were fighting hard and it was the effort of defensive line that really stood tall. Kalan Weaving, Alex Pengilly and

Tyson Durdin were all outstanding in the backline the ability to be able to play tight on their player ensured that TTG
did not score in the first quarter and in fact only 1 goal for the match. At time they had to play on players that were
significantly taller, but this did not phase them. Great game boys!
Tom Stevens was swung into the ruck in the second quarter and it was great to see the boys in the middle working
so well that Tom’s ruck work was use to full capacity, Tom was directing the ball with precision with the flick of his
wrist left or right. It was some of the best ruck work I have seen at under 11 age level. Great game Tom! TTG were
certainly looking dangerous and we knew we couldn’t take the pressure off as TTG has some good talented players
that hadn’t had much of the ball. A lot of that credit had to go to Riley Sewell who was given a role this week of this
week of playing in the middle as a defensive midfield of which not only did he stop the TTG players but he also got
the ball himself with damaging play through the middle of the game. Awesome game Riley! Talan Cooper was given
the role of playing on TTG’s leading goal kicker and it was great to see Talan’s skill fully utilised when the ball came
down quickly and what looked like would be a certain goal Talan was remarkably leaping for the ball twist his body
and get a hand on the ball before kicking it long down the line. Great effort and game Talan! Although we had dominated the match the scores were still tight Golden Grove 2 goals 6 points to TTG 1 point.

Half time came and the boys were pumped, we knew we could pull this game of if we just kept playing the same
way. The third quarter started with Kaya Allan, Josh Richter and Marin Barlow leading the way, we had plenty of the
footy and we were really able to capitalise with all three boys locking the ball in the forward line. The defensive forward pressure was outstanding and it gave our backline plenty of time to rest and reset between TTG attacks.
When Josh snapped the ball from a tight angle the crowd was sure it went through, but unfortunately it was to be.
Great game Josh, Kaya and Marin! Xander had been playing an excellent defensive game, but when he went forward in the third quarter really got the score on the board for us. Xander kick one great goal and then soon after
deep on the boundary was able to centre the ball to Tyson Hartmann who kicked the goal. Harrison Lawlor continued his really good form attacking the ball hard and doing all the right things, Harry’s team game was certainly on
display smothering and shepparding playing the ultimate team game. Great work Harry!
Declan Braybrook had played brilliant footy all night! Declan’s electrifying pace was brilliant taking the ball cleanly
side on side to his opponent and then burning them away was regular on the night. But it was really awesome to
see Declan slot through his first goal for the season and the boys get around him in support! Awesome game Declan! The score did not phase us as we were determined to finish the game with four great quarters. Luke Scott’s
determination during the game was exciting, his tackling was outstanding and when he got the ball used it very well
feeding the forwards. Sammy Rudd played one of his strongest games playing as a tall forward, bringing the ball
down front to our crumbing players was really great to watch. We were relentless, the best game we had played
and Michael Tarzia was certainly in the thick of it. On one occasion he took a great mark went back and switched
the ball opening up the play forcing the ball forward. This was
something we had talked about before the game. Well done Michael! Overall it was a great game of football and could not be
prouder of the way we played!
Final Scores
Golden Grove 7.9.51
TTG 1.1.7

Goals - Tyson Hartmann 3, Cael Gursoy 1, Danyle Dobie 1,
Declan Braybrook 1, Xander Mossop 1

Under 12 Girls
After coming off a loss to Glenunga in their Semi-Final
last week, the girls played in a Preliminary Final against
Hectorville at Payneham Oval on Friday night.
Unfortunately the girls had another slow start, with a
couple quick goals kicked against them in the first quarter. At quarter time Coach Matt Rogers called on them
to lift intensity. The team all responded, with some great
tackling and defensive pressure from the midfield keeping the ball in our attacking half for most of the quarter,
which resulted in a great team goal.

The girls kept chipping away during the third quarter but
were unlucky to have a couple goals kicked against
them. At three quarter time the girls were down 4.4 to 1.3. Again, Matt called on the team to lift, telling them to
leave it all out on the ground. The girls responded perfectly, putting all their training into action and playing the best
football they'd played all season.
At full time the scores were tied at 4.4. At the end of extra time the mighty Burras came out winners, 5.6.36 to
4.4.28. Fingers crossed they can carry the belief and intensity into the Grand Final next week. Well done girls!!!
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